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Introduction

There is perhaps no larger sports policy decision than the decision to host or bid to host a mega-event like the FIFA World Cup or the Summer Olympics. Hosts and bidders usually justify their decisions by touting their potential impact. Many organizers and promoters either fund or widely disseminate ex-ante studies that tend to highlight the positive effects of the event. For instance, the consultancy firm Ernst & Young produced a 2010 report prior to the 2014 World Cup in Brazil that painted an optimistic picture of the event’s potential legacy. It estimated that an additional R$ 142.39 billion (4.91% of 2010 GDP) would flow through the Brazilian economy over the 2010-2014 period, generating 3.63 million jobs per year, R$ 63.48 billion (2.17% of 2010 GDP) of income for the population and additional tax collection of R$ 18.13 billion (0.62% of 2010 GDP) for the local, state and federal governments. Ernst & Young estimated that during the same period 2.98 million additional visitors would travel to Brazil, increasing the international tourist inflow up to 79%.

Such results, if true, would clearly attractive for governments considering a bid, but these expected impacts don’t always materialize. Moreover, hosting mega-events requires significant investments - and the cost of these investments is rising. Zimbalist notes emerging economies like China, Brazil, and South Africa have increasingly perceived “mega-events as a sort of coming-out party signaling that [they are] now a modernized economy, ready to make [their] presence felt in world trade and politics” (Zimbalist 2015). Their intentions may be noble, but the intention of using mega-events as a “coming-out party” means developing countries hoping to host them need to make massive investments. They are confronted by significant obstacles in that they lack sufficient stadiums, accommodations, transportation systems, and other sports-related infrastructure. As a result, each of the mega-events hosted by emerging economies has been exorbitantly expensive. The 2014 World Cup cost Brazil between USD 15 billion and USD 20 billion, while Beijing reportedly spent USD 40 billion prior to the 2008 Summer Olympic (Zimbalist 2015). Additionally, as the debt-ridden 1976 Summer Olympics in Montreal demonstrates, expensive mega-events are not limited to emerging economies alone. Flyvbjerg and Stewart have even shown that every Olympics since 1960 has gone over budget (Flyvbjerg and Stewart 2012).

Such incredible figures, in terms of both costs and benefits, beget the question: are mega-events worth it? Which type of reports should governments focus their attention on? What economic consequences should a government reasonably expect? With such high stakes, policymakers need to choose wisely. We attempt to answer these questions and aid the decisions of policymakers by providing a concise review of the rich academic literature on mega-events. For the purposes of this paper, we mainly focus on the Summer Olympic Games and the FIFA World Cup as mega-events. However, we also leverage information regarding events like the Winter Olympic Games, the UEFA football championships, and the Commonwealth Games. These events are organized on a smaller scale than the previous two, but they might provide some insights on how to best understand mega-events. We focus on claims surrounding the direct or indirect mechanisms that facilitate the impact that ex-ante studies predict. We provide a review of these claims and their validity according to the existing literature.
Section 1 focuses on the argument that mega-events lead to increased economic activity in the host economy. Specifically, we evaluate whether or not mega-events leads to access to previously inaccessible funds and increased investments. These investments could theoretically come from supranational organizations, private stakeholders, or public stakeholders. We also consider whether or not these new expenditures and investments have the multiplicative effect that many ex-ante studies assume they have. We finally investigate if the economic activity surrounding mega-events leads to increased revenues and tax collection for host governments. Overall, the existing academic literature suggests that any increased economic activity resulting from the event is routinely dwarfed by additional public budgetary commitments. Moreover, the arguments regarding multiplicative effects and increased revenues also tend to be exaggerated.

Section 2 shifts the focus to the potential impact of mega-events on a specific industry: tourism. We explore the effect of mega-events on the number of tourists visiting the host region and their spending habits. We explore this channel both for analyses specific to a single mega-event and for cross-country evaluations incorporating many events. Next, we consider the impact of a mega-event on a region’s brand and image in the international community with the idea of testing if hosting the competition will impact future tourism. Finally, we consider if mega-events lead to increases in the capacity of a city or country to welcome future tourists as a result of improved airport infrastructure, accommodations, and/or transportation systems. As was true in Section 1, the academic literature suggests that the claims of many ex-ante studies are misleading. Our review finds that there is some evidence for increases in tourist arrivals to certain events, but those increases are far smaller than what is generally predicted beforehand. These effects are also usually dependent on factors, such as the timing of the competition, that are specific to the host region and the event itself.

Section 3 briefly discusses other potential qualitative and social impacts of mega-events such as international business relations, crime reduction, and the “feel-good effect.” In the penultimate section, Section 4, we discuss how these conclusions should impact the decision-making of policymakers. Finally, in a short conclusion, we summarize the findings of our review.

Section 1. Increased Economic Activity

It has been argued that both the preparation for mega-events and the actual events themselves lead to an increase in economic activity. Furthermore, it has also been argued that this increased level could potentially be sustained even after the event has passed. In the following paragraphs we will attempt to outline the general rationale behind this argument.

Stakeholders that hold this view tend to claim that in preparation for the event the host has to undertake major investments not only in sports-related infrastructure, but also in other forms of infrastructure. These investments would be made with three types of funds: (i) investments made by supranational organizations (i.e.: IOC, FIFA, etc.), (ii) investments made by private stakeholders and, (iii) investments made by public stakeholders.

An implicit assumption as to why these investments would lead to increased economic
activity, is that the event would allow the host to access resources that otherwise wouldn’t be available. The rationale is that supranational organizations and certain private stakeholders would’ve simply chosen not to invest in the region in the absence of the event, or would have done so at a much smaller scale. Moreover, it is argued that political gridlock would’ve prevented available public resources to be effectively deployed in these infrastructure investments.

The argument for increased economic activity also holds that infrastructure investments would presumably serve as an engine of growth for the local economy as the required construction activities demand direct and indirect inputs from other local industries, effectively creating a multiplicative effect throughout the economy. Furthermore, in the short run, these investments themselves would create additional employment in the local economy as these endeavors may require sizable labor. In turn, these new jobs might translate into new spending in the region, which would also generate a multiplicative effect throughout the economy.

Meanwhile, during the event itself, the assumption is that attendees, both locals and foreign tourists, will spend on tickets, merchandise and memorabilia related to the event. Similarly, it is expected that they also consume food and beverages in the arena. Lastly, it is assumed that the festive mood around the event would influence locals and visitors that are not necessarily attending the event, thereby increasing spending in other social and leisure activities more loosely associated to the event. Once again, this increased economic activity could presumably lead to new jobs and new spending in the region. Lastly, it is presumed that at least portion of the new jobs created due to the event are maintained over time, allowing for the increased level of economic activity to persist long after the event has occurred.

As an example of this type of analysis, Haddad and Haddad (2010) used a dynamic computable general equilibrium model (CGE) to estimate that hosting the 2016 Summer Olympics in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil could have an output multiplier effect of 4.26. This means that for every USD 1 invested in the Olympic Games, the private sector would generate additional USD 3.26 in productive chains associated with the Games by 2027. More precisely, the authors argue that injecting USD 14.4 billion related to the event would generate USD 39.1 billion in private productive activity, which in turn would generate additional tax collection at the municipal level (USD 269.8 million), state level (USD 582.9 million) and federal level (USD 4.82 billion). Additionally, with regards to labor absorption, the authors estimate that the investment would generate an annual average of 120,833 additional man-year equivalents (MYE) for the period between 2009 and 2016 and an annual average of 130,970 additional MYE for the 2017-2027 period. Lastly, the authors estimate that the productive effects of the Olympic Games would influence 55 distinct sectors of the Brazilian economy. 35% of the total impact would be concentrated on the following industries: civil construction; real estate and rental services; services rendered to business; oil and gas; information services; and transport, warehousing and mailing services.

There are substantial number of ex-post evaluations that have attempted to address claims such as those made by Haddad and Haddad. Most of these ex-post evaluations have had
results significantly lower than the ex-ante estimates. This is because the previously described mechanisms are based on a set of assumptions that don’t always hold up well against detailed scrutiny.

1.1. Access to previously inaccessible resources

As previously mentioned, one of the initial assumptions is that the event allows access to resources that otherwise wouldn’t have been available. Namely the assumption implies three types of potential funds: (i) investments made by supranational organizations (i.e.: IOC, FIFA, etc.), (ii) investments made by private stakeholders and, (iii) investments made by public stakeholders.

i. Funding from supranational organizations

Ex-ante studies assume the introduction of autonomous spending financed by supranational organizations like the IOC or FIFA. The rationale is that, without the event, these organizations would not have invested in the hosting region. This is true as these funds are specifically earmarked to be used for the mega-event. Nonetheless, spending associated to this type of funding is generally restricted to operational and promotional costs, not major infrastructure investment. Moreover, the spending represents a relatively small share of the overall preparation costs of the event.

In preparation for the 2010 World Cup in South Africa, FIFA spent, according to their 2010 financial report, USD 1.23 billion over the 2007-2010 period. However, this did not include any investments in stadiums, precinct development, transport infrastructure or other infrastructure. Only 25% of these expenses were actually spent in South Africa either as contributions to the Local Organizing Committee or as investments related to the World Cup’s legacy. The rest of the expenditure was not deployed in South Africa, rather it was devoted to one of the following areas: prize money for participants; payments to participating member associations; team lodging and travel; IT solutions for finding accommodations and ticketing; TV production; refereeing matters; kick-off concerts; insurance; preliminary competition; marketing costs and benefits for clubs.

Furthermore, according to the Sport & Recreation Department of South Africa (2013), operational costs raised to USD 526 million, significantly above the USD 226 million contributions that FIFA made for the Local Organizing Committee. Comparatively, the South African Public Service Commission estimates public investment for the 2010 World Cup at around USD 3.5 billion, which is over ten times what FIFA actually spent on South Africa. It is almost three times FIFA’s total investment.

This phenomenon only increased in magnitude for the 2014 Brazil World Cup as the USD 2.22 billion reportedly spent by FIFA in preparation for the event was dwarfed by public investments estimated to be between USD 10 billion and USD 15 billion.

Therefore, it is difficult to make the case that “gaining access” to these earmarked funds spent by supranational organizations makes it worthwhile to incur the counterpart investments that are required from host regions.
ii. Funding from private stakeholders

The case of new funds originating from private stakeholders is grounded in the rationale that, in the presence of a mega-event, a number of private stakeholders would choose to make a set of significant investments in the host region that they would’ve not chosen to do in absence of the event. The 1984 Los Angeles Olympics is usually used as an example for this line of reasoning since it widely considered as the first privately funded Olympics. However, a number of specific dynamics regarding the 1984 Olympics made this experience the exception rather than the norm.

The period prior to the 1984 Olympics was a turbulent one. The 1968 Olympics in Mexico City were held under the shadow of significant civil unrest in the days previous the start of the event. The 1972 Olympics in Munich were tarnished by the kidnapping of eleven Israeli Olympic athletes, who were taken hostage and assassinated along with a German police officer. The 1976 Olympics in Montreal were then perceived to be a financial distress as they sunk the city into a multi-billion dollar debt that was only paid off in 2006. Lastly, the 1980 Moscow Olympics were boycotted by over 60 countries in protest of the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan. In the midst of this tumultuous run, Los Angeles presented in 1978 the lone bid to host the 1984 Olympics, making it the first games to be awarded without competing bids since the 1932 Olympics.

In light of these peculiar circumstances, the Los Angeles Olympic Organizing Committee was able to negotiate certain terms with the IOC that no other host had been able to do so in the past - or has been able to do since. According to Andranovich, Burbank and Heying (2001), the LA bid offered two novel proposals: (i) the games would be privately funded, and (ii) the host city, not the IOC, would negotiate television rights. Furthermore, the insistence by city officials to limit the city's financial liability convinced the IOC to waive a rule that required the host city be financially responsible for the games. Andranovich, Burbank and Heying (2001) state that the Los Angeles Olympic Organizing Committee (LAOOC) was set up with clear goals: maximize corporate sponsorship, minimize the costs of organizing the games by leveraging existing facilities, leverage volunteers rather than paid staff, and request sacrifices from Olympic visitors and local communities alike. Preparatory investments, all of which were made by private entities, were minimal as only a few facilities were built or refurbished. Furthermore, according to the authors, the Games were used as a reason to renovate the airport and expand telecommunications infrastructure, but they did not spawn secondary development projects. This model allowed for a controlled budget of just over USD 400 million according to the Official Report of Los Angeles 1984 (Los Angeles Olympic Organizing Committee and Perelman 1985). This sum represented approximately 25% of the costs of the 1976 Montreal Olympics and allowed for an actual profit of over USD 200 million. Nonetheless, as was previously mentioned, the environment that allowed for the controlled budget and eventual profit is rather unusual. For the sake of comparison, The Guardian approximates that 85% of the more than 11 billion pounds budgeted for the 2012 London Olympics originated from public funds. The Guardian estimates that the remaining 15% would be divided equally between IOC funding and private sponsorship. This means that public investment was over thirteen times the amount of private investment and almost
seven times the non-public investment. Similarly, private investment in areas such as the
development of the Olympic Village, which in theory would be a prime opportunity for
private sector involvement, was lacking. As a matter of fact, London’s Olympic Delivery
Authority developed the Olympic Village at a cost of 1.1 billion pounds and later sold it to
the real estate investment company Delancey and Qatari Diar at a net loss of 275 million
pounds.

**iii. Funding from public stakeholders**

Lastly, the assumption of new public investment stems from the logic that political gridlock
in the host government prevents the use of available public resources for much-needed
infrastructure investments. This perspective sees the event as a catalyst to overcome
these gridlocks. However, this argument may face at least two different caveats. The first
concerns the actual presence of gridlock impeding the access to resources. The second is
related to whether or not readily available public resources would actually go unused.

The presence of political gridlock is very difficult to assess in an overarching manner as it is
highly context specific. With respect to the availability of unused public resources, it seems
as very unlikely that they would actually go unused, especially when one considers the
numerous instances of government indebtedness related to hosting mega-events. One of
the most notorious cases is the USD 1.2 billion debt that the local government of Montreal
was straddled with after hosting the 1976 Olympics. When taking into account the interest
paid on the debt and the additional funds required to complete the facilities after the
Games had finished, the Olympic debt totaled USD 2.73 billion (Levesque, 2001) and it took
30 years to be fully paid off. Other recent cases of multibillion dollar public sector debts for
hosting major sporting events include the 2004 Summer Olympics in Athens and the 2010
Winter Olympics in Vancouver.

Gouget and Barget (2006) argue that debt which ensues from hosting the event is a
negative externality of sporting events, especially if the investments made do not later lead
to real economic development. Similarly, Zimbalist (2015) states that in order to meet
these debt services the government must either raise taxes or reduce government services,
both of which would introduce a drag on the local economy. Furthermore, Zimbalist argues
that this potential drag would only be economically justified if the original investment
made with the borrowed money has a larger positive impact for the region’s long-term
development than the potential drag. This is a high threshold to meet. Under these
circumstances, it would seem unlikely that regions would incur this type of debt if they had
access to otherwise unused public resources.

Emerging research by Andrews and Balchin has recently introduced an interesting
perspective regarding this debate about public resources. They argue that, in the case of
the 2010 World Cup in South Africa, the local governments of Cape Town and Durban
benefited from a series of non-stadium capital investments funded by the national
government that dwarfed those undertaken by the city itself. Following this logic, even
though at the aggregate level the argument that there’s no such thing as “readily available
public resources going unused” holds, it is possible that a given place, such as a particular
city, could theoretically benefit from a substantial transfer of resources from the national
or regional government. These funds transferred from the national government likely
imply the same tradeoffs highlighted by Zimbalist (2015), but these costs are not necessarily borne by the benefited cities. They are rather subsidized by the whole country. Andrews and Balchin’s argument inserts a distributional dynamic that’s worth studying as it might help explain the rationale for cities to participate as hosts for events where this cross-subsidization is possible.

iv. Prioritizing investments in mega-events over other potential investments

Finally, even if there are potential funds available, it begs the question whether this type of public investment should be prioritized over alternatives. More specifically, the question is whether the opportunity cost of building event-related infrastructure is higher or lower than other type of public investment. Kesenne (1999) argues that, even though a mega-event may create net benefits, public funding should occur only if the event yields higher net benefits than alternative projects. While it is not feasible to know the net benefits of all other potential projects and to measure them precisely ex-ante, the author argues that these elements should nonetheless be considered.

Matheson and Baade (2004) posit that context might significantly influence the answer to this question. They argue that the opportunity cost of capital may be particularly high in developing nations given that there may be many other public projects that have more value for society, but this might not be the case for more developed nations. The authors compare the significant controversy surrounding a USD 330 million investment in a new soccer stadium in Nigeria with the relatively little criticism that Japan received during a USD 6 billion spending spree for the 2002 World Cup. They argue that the different reactions emanate from the difference in perceived opportunity costs. While the new stadium in Nigeria had a higher cost than other societally desirable options, the alternative infrastructure projects in Japan were deemed by the authors to be likely other potential “white elephants”. Similarly, Humphreys and Prokopowicz (2007) argue that transitional economies that attempt to host these major events need to undertake major upgrades to their current inventory of sports stadiums and five-star hotels. They argue that this type of spending has a higher opportunity cost than in developed economies. These arguments should serve as an important cautionary note when developing economies consider hosting these types of events.

It is hard to disentangle between what kinds of infrastructure investments are specific to the event and which ones would have been carried out by the city even without the event. For instance, Humphreys and Prokopowicz (2007) discussed this issue when assessing the prospects of Poland and Ukraine hosting the 2012 UEFA Euro Cup. They found that, during the years preceding the event, Poland would reportedly spend USD 8 billion on motorways, USD 4.6 billion on upgrading inter-city rail connections and USD 1.7 billion on public transportation in large cities. Some of this construction would be contingent on winning the bid and would be made to comply with UEFA requirements, but much of it would be taking place independent of the outcome of the bid. Under these circumstances, it’s hard to identify what amount should be directly attributed to hosting the event and therefore what costs and benefits should be considered when evaluating the impact.

However, for event-specific investments such as sports stadia, Matheson (2006) argues that they are often highly specialized facilities that have only limited use following a major
sporting event and hence should generally not be the focus of public spending. The majority of economists appear to agree with this viewpoint as shown in a survey of a random sample of American Economic Association members conducted in 2005 by Robert Whaples (2006). In this survey, economists were asked if local and state governments in the U.S. should eliminate subsidies to professional sports franchises to which 58% of economists strongly agreed, 28% agreed and only 5% disagreed with the rest remaining neutral. It should be noted that the question didn’t particularly refer to the building of stadia or mega-events specifically, but such overwhelming agreement should be considered indicative of a general consensus on the subject.

In their own review of the subject, Coates and Humphreys (2008) find near unanimity in the conclusion that stadiums, arenas and sports franchises have no consistent, positive impact on jobs, income, or tax revenues. They argue that, if sports facilities do not have any important positive economic impact in the local economy, subsidies for the construction and operation of these facilities is difficult to justify.

There’s an argument to be made that the majority of these studies were not primarily focused on mega-events. Moreover, they were based in the United States, which has a particular urban structure and a recent tendency to locate stadiums in suburban areas that could theoretically downplay their impact. In an attempt overcome these purported limitations, Feddersen, Grötzinger and Maennig (2009) produced the first multivariate study that uses a difference-in-difference model to examine the potential income and employment effects of new stadiums outside of the United States. They focus on new stadiums for the 2006 World Cup in Germany. However, the authors were not able to identify income or employment effects significantly different from zero in the urban districts with new stadiums.

Based on these arguments, there is nothing to suggest that stadium building is the best use of government funds, especially when funding these stadiums implies very specific tradeoffs. Several recent developments have made these tradeoffs very evident. The new stadiums built in Cuiaba and Manaus for the 2014 Brazil World Cup reportedly cost 50% more than these cities’ educational budgets. However, the stadium in Cuiaba had to be shut down just 7 months after the World Cup for emergency repairs. Likewise, the Manaus stadium had hosted only 11 events in the five months after the tournament and required an upkeep that proved too much for any local team to take. Even the projects associated to the stadiums in these cases may not have been worthwhile. For instance, a USD 800 million light railway in Cuiaba linking the airport to the city center was meant to be completed in time for the World Cup, but just half a mile of a 14-mile track was built on time.

Similarly, Scott Walker, the governor of Wisconsin in the United States, approved legislation in August 2015 that would provide USD 250 million dollars of public money to aid in the construction of a new stadium for the Milwaukee Bucks basketball team. This was just one month after Walker decreased the budget of the University of Wisconsin system by USD 250 million.

---

1 It’s worth mentioning that the authors did stress that the impact of these stadiums might be found in “feel-good” and “image” effects. However, these variables are difficult to measure and to compare with more tangible variables.
These tradeoffs could be significantly starker when one considers other public costs associated with sports facilities like land costs, infrastructure costs, operational costs, and the potential of forgone property taxes. When analyzing the 99 stadiums used in 2001 in the big four American major league sports (NFL, NBA, MLB and NHL), Long (2005) finds that the real cost of public funding for these facilities was underreported by 40%. While the potential underreporting for mega-events stadiums was not directly investigated, it is another topic that should be considered.

Summary

In general, the assumption that “new” external resources become available when hosting an event appears to be rather limited since any “new” external resources are routinely dwarfed by complementary public investments. Furthermore, these public investments are generally financed through additional debt commitments, not necessarily through existing “politically clogged” resources. This likely implies tax hikes or budget cuts down the road. Therefore, it appears that mega-events will only be beneficial if the purported net benefits surpass those of alternative publicly financed projects. The main exception to this finding might stem from a distributional argument in which host cities stand to benefit from cross-subsidization by national or regional governments.

1.2. Multiplicative effect

Another assumption is that the investments associated to the event will generate a multiplicative effect across the economy (primarily through additional jobs creation), but there are reasons to believe that this effect may also be overstated. To start the economic multipliers used in most ex-ante analyses are calculated using complex input-output tables, that assume specific inter-industry relationships within regions and are based upon an economic area’s normal production patterns. However, as Matheson (2009) argues during mega-events, these inter-industry relationships may not hold, rendering the multipliers highly inaccurate.

For instance, the organization of these events is a major endeavor that may require productive resources vastly superior to local supply. It is unlikely that existing capacity would be able to sustain previous construction activity while at the same time handling the additional work associated with specialized multi-billion dollar projects. Either existing resources would need to be re-prioritized from other construction (which at best entails a zero net impact on the economy) or, more likely, substantial part of the work would be outsourced from the local economy, implying an outflow of money away from the region.

Moreover, Matheson (2009) argues that there might be other significant leakages that cause expected multiplicative effects to be overstated. For example, hotels, many of which are national or even global chains, routinely raise their prices during mega-events while wages paid to hotel’s worker remain unchanged. This lack of detectable effect on income from mega-events has also been suggested by Hagn and Maennig (2008, 2009).

This might cause a drop in the expected multiplier effect because capital income is far less likely to stay within the geographic area than earned labor. Hence, increased profits for non-local capital owners would turn into higher than normal leakages of income.
Additionally, Baade and Matheson (2004) state that additional leakages might vary depending on the state of the economy, if the host economy is at or near full employment, it may be that the labor necessary to prepare for the event might reside in other communities where a labor surplus exists, further limiting the potential multiplier effect.

Given these findings, there’s reason to believe that the jobs created by mega-events are also bound to be fewer than originally estimated ex-ante. Baade and Matheson (2002) examine job creation associated to the 1984 and 1996 Olympics. They find that if all unexplained increases in employment were attributed to these events (a substantial assumption on its own right) then the 1984 Olympics led to 5,000 new jobs during the year of the event and the 1996 Olympics led to a cumulative increase of somewhere between 3,500 jobs and 42,000 jobs during the 1994-96 period. This latter estimate not only demonstrates a large degree of uncertainty but also shows that, even in the most optimistic scenario, the potential job creation is roughly half of the 77,000 originally predicted by the Atlanta Olympic Organizing Committee.

Similarly, Feddersen and Maennig (2010a) use highly localized data to find no positive effects from the 2006 World Cup in Germany on employment. This is consistent with a previous finding from Hagn and Maennig (2009) that the effect on unemployment in the twelve match venues of the 2006 World Cup isn’t significantly different from zero. Finally, Hagn and Maennig (2008) did not find evidence that the 1974 World Cup in Germany generated employment effects positively different from zero in the host cities in the short term or long term. These findings also hold for other major football events outside of Germany. For instance, Baumann, Engelhardt and Matheson (2012) found no statistically significant increase in employment in the cities that hosted the 1994 United States World Cup.

Zimbalist (2015) summarizes these and other ex-post impact studies in the following way: “In sixteen cases, the games were found to have no statistically significant effect on employment or income, in seven cases a modest positive effect on income or short-run employment was found, and in three cases a negative effect on income was found. Where there was a modest short-term positive employment effect, it was in each case a fraction of the officially projected effect and must be measured against the large public investment in all cases, except Los Angeles, where public funding was diminutive”.

Hotchkiss, Moore and Zobay (2003) presented one of the few studies in which the expected impact was surpassed by the actual impact. The authors found that areas that hosted the 1996 Atlanta Olympics experienced a growth of 293,000 jobs, significantly higher than the previously mentioned 77,000 jobs. Nonetheless, when considering employment growth in Atlanta and the surrounding areas, this was just 0.2 percent higher than would have been expected for the 1991-96 period. Additionally, the authors did not found any significant effect on wages. Furthermore, Feddersen and Maennig (2009) attempted to confirm these

---

2 It should be noted that Hagn and Maennig (2009) and Baade and Matheson (2004) argue that is difficult to strictly reject the claims made by boosters and promoters. This is because, in many cases, the effects claimed are so close to zero at the scale at which data is available. This means that results that would generally be interpreted to mean that there are no effects on unemployment could be interpreted to mean that the claims made by boosters could not be refuted.
findings and address some methodological concerns with their approach. The authors find that, after adjusting the specification to correct for potential distortions in the original model, the existence of a positive Olympic effect is no longer clear and could not be confirmed.

**Summary**

Overall, most of the ex-post literature on multiplicative effects of mega-events appears to show that ex-ante multiplicative effects are significantly overestimated and that in practice these effects are not distinctly different from zero.

Part of this phenomenon might be explained by the inappropriate use of multipliers in ex-ante estimates as the assumptions behind the construction of these multipliers do not tend to hold for mega-events or even other major professional sports endeavors. Given the specific dynamics of these activities and their sheer scale, the use of multipliers fails to account for leakages and the strategic response of stakeholders to what is considered to be a temporary demand shock on labor.

It should be noted that even though there’s very little ex-post evidence that supports the promotional claim that these activities generate new employment; these arguments are regularly touted by events promoters. Siegfried and Zimbalist (2002) claim that a simple answer for this is that job creation is a persuasive argument, even if an incorrect one. This is the case because the creation of jobs is perceived as an easily verifiable benefit to those who are most needy - the unemployed - which may have strong appeal for much of the public.

**1.3. Revenues**

Another assumption made in promotional studies is that the event may facilitate the flow of different sources of revenues towards the host region. These mechanisms could be classified as (i) event-specific revenue from ticketing, merchandising and broadcasting and (ii) event-related expenditures made by tourists and locals on accommodations, transport, food and beverages. In theory, it could be argued that these events could lead to increased tax collection both from sales associated with the event and from sales not necessarily directly related to the event. Furthermore, the more optimistic ex-ante studies posit that this added economic activity can become “the new normal” after the event and can be sustained over time.

**i. Event-specific revenues**

The flow of event-specific revenues to local and national governments is minimal or nonexistent. It is widely known that the supranational organizations overseeing the events have the rights to most, if not all, revenue generated through ticketing, merchandising and broadcasting. For instance, starting in the 2010 World Cup cycle, FIFA stopped sharing broadcast, sponsorship, merchandising or ticketing revenues with hosts. FIFA now covers an agreed upon operational budget, but keeps all these sources of revenue.

For the four-year cycle that included the 2014 World Cup in Brazil, this meant that FIFA received USD 5.14 billion in World Cup-related revenue while it incurred USD 2.22 billion
of World Cup-related expenses. Only USD 453 million of these expenses represented contributions to the local organizing committee. Furthermore, as previously mentioned, these contributions were meant exclusively to cover other operational expenses and they do not entail any form of profit sharing system.

In the case of the four-year cycle that included the 2010 World Cup in South Africa, FIFA received USD 3.89 billion in World Cup-related revenue and incurred USD 1.30 billion of World Cup-related expenses. Meanwhile, its contributions to the local organizing committee totaled in USD 226 million. This means that on average, for the last two cycles, FIFA's World Cup-related revenue has been 2.6 times its World Cup-related expenditure and almost 20 times its contributions to the host's organizing committee.

Though to a lesser degree, Olympic hosts also fail to fully reap the revenues generated by the event. According to the 2014 Olympic Marketing Fact File (International Olympic Committee 2014), the IOC manages broadcast partnerships, the Olympic Partnership (TOP) worldwide sponsorship programme and IOC official supplier and licensing programme. The local organizing committees are left to manage domestic sponsorship, ticketing and licensing programmes. However, the IOC does make a contribution from the revenues raised through broadcast agreements and sponsorship program to support the Olympic Games.

If this IOC contribution is taken into account as a revenue sharing mechanism, then you could argue that the IOC shared with the Local Organizing Committee of the 2012 London Olympics approximately two thirds of total revenues. Nonetheless, under this current revenue sharing agreement, the London Organizing Committee, which mainly deals with operational costs and not infrastructure investments and other key expenses, just managed to break even. Zimbalist (2015) argues that was only possible due to a USD 1.67 billion infusion of public funds.

What perhaps is more troubling is that even if revenues were shared in a radically different way the net benefit might still be negative for hosts. For the 2012 London Olympics, the non-organizing committee budget for associated infrastructure work and other costs reached approximately USD 15 billion, most of which was public money (International Olympic Committee 2012). Meanwhile, the total revenues originating from the Olympics were approximately USD 5.5 billion, indicating that the non-organizing committee budget would be 2.7 times the total revenues. Once organizing expenditures are considered, the cost of hosting the London Olympics was 3.7 times all revenues generated by it.

There is a similar case to be made for the Brazil World Cup, which generated total revenues around USD 5.14 billion and required public investment somewhere between USD 10 and 15 billion. Similarly, the 2008 Beijing Olympics generated revenues of around USD 5 billion and, though this allowed for a reported operational profit in excess of USD 150 million, the infrastructure buildup associated to the event has been estimated on USD 40 billion. That is over eight times the total revenue generated. The 2010 South Africa World Cup is one of the few recent instances in which the total revenue generated by the event (USD 3.89 billion) was marginally larger than the total reported public investments (USD 3.5 billion). Even in that instance, once FIFA expenses are considered (USD 1.3 billion); the event comes at a net-loss if one disregards distributional considerations.
In essence, there appears to be two major issues with respect to event-specific revenues. First, in the case of the World Cup, the majority of these revenues are simply not shared with hosts. For the Olympics, somewhere between half and two-thirds are shared with hosts, despite the fact that they are burdened with onerous capital investments as part of their winning bids. Second, even if revenues were shared radically different and hosts were able to accrue the totality of the revenues generated, these might not be able to cover the expenses required to host the event. In the most extreme recent examples, total revenues might represent between 10% and 30% of the total cost of hosting a major sporting events. Hence, any revenue-related benefit for hosts is unlikely to emanate from direct event-specific revenues and would be contingent on other secondary sources of revenues.

**ii. Event-related expenditures**

In addition to event-specific revenues, it is argued that hosts might stand to benefit from additional spending associated with the event. Examples of these types of expenditures might include items such as consumption of food and beverages in the arena and additional parking or transportation investments. Also, it could be argued that the festive mood around the event would influence locals and visitors not necessarily attending the event to increase spending in other social and leisure activities loosely associated to the event itself.

According to Feddersen and Maennig (2010b), there are a number of studies that have focused on taxable sales or sales tax collection data in order to understand the impact of mega-events. The prevalence of these studies is partly because of the quality of these data. When available, this type of information tends to be collected at a finer geographic disaggregation and in shorter time frames. It is also generally collected with more precision and with a clearer connection to sports facilities and events. Additionally, according to Matheson (2006), this type of data serves as a good indicator of economic well-being as it represents 40% of overall economic activity. The approach used in these studies might serve as the best available proxy to understand the impact of mega-events on event-related expenditures.

Allmers and Maennig (2009) examined the effects on retail sales from the 1998 France World Cup and the 2006 Germany World Cup but failed to find any statistically significant impact. Along the same lines, Porter and Fletcher (2008) studied the 1996 Atlanta Summer Olympic Games and the 2002 Salt Lake City Winter Olympic games and found no significant impacts on taxable sales.

Similarly, Baade, Baumann and Matheson (2005) conducted a detailed regression analysis of taxable sales in the state of Florida in the United States between 1980 and 2005 to estimate the impact of large scale sporting events on economic activity.

During this period, the authors evaluated four metropolitan statistical areas (Miami-Fort Lauderdale-West Palm Beach, Tampa-St. Petersburg, Orlando and Jacksonville) and 19 major sporting events (seven NFL Super Bowls, two NHL Stanley Cups, two NHL All-Star games, two MLB World Series, two NBA All-Star games, one NBA Finals, one NCAA Men’s Basketball Final Four, one MLS All-Star game and one set of games of the 1994 World Cup). The authors used the change in taxable sales in the specific metropolitan statistical area as a percent of the taxable sales in the rest of Florida as their measure of impact. If mega-
events have a positive impact on a region’s economy, we would expect to see a consistent pattern of increasing taxable sales periods around these events.

According to the Baade, Baumann, and Matheson (2005), 12 of the 19 events, including the World Cup, had in fact a negative coefficient, indicating that the taxable sales ratio fell below predicted levels during the period in which the event took place. Overall this corresponds to a decrease in taxable sales of USD 34.4 million (in 2004 dollars) per event in a given metropolitan statistical area during this 25 year period. It should be noted that, none of the events had a statistically significant impact different from zero at 5 percent, so the results should be interpreted with care.

Baade, Baumann and Matheson (2010) also performed an analysis of taxable sales in Salt Lake City during the 2002 Winter Olympic Games. The authors found that some industries experienced a statistically significant increase in taxable sales, namely hotels (USD 51.9 million) and restaurants (USD 18.7 million). However, these gains are likely offset by losses in other industries. For instance, the authors point to a statistically significant loss in taxable sales at general merchandise stores of USD 167.4 million.

Overall, for the 2002 Winter Olympic, there was no statistically significant relationship between the event and taxable sales. This indicates that, even though some industries might stand to benefit from a major event, the overall impact might be neutral or even negative. Their results also suggest any impact would be demonstratively smaller than the purported investments associated to the event. It is important to note that the distributional impact across industries might heavily influence the incentives for key players in these beneficiary industries to actively promote mega-events.

These studies agree that the impact of mega-events through retail sales is not statistically significant. However, these findings might seem counterintuitive given the level of activity that is usually perceived around these major sporting events, a perception that is taken as a fundamental assumption for ex-ante studies. Matheson (2006) argues that there are three theoretical limitations to these ex-ante assumptions: the substitution effect, crowding out and leakages. Of these, the substitution effect and crowding out limitations might be particularly useful to make sense of the counterintuitive results with respect to sales.

The substitution effect occurs when individuals in the local economy spend money on a mega-event rather than in other goods and services. It is likely that individuals have a limited budget determined prior to the event destined towards entertainment and leisure. When they spend on the mega-event, they re-allocate it from other activities. Even when some individuals reallocate from other parts of their budget towards mega-event consumption, it is unlikely that overall savings rate of the local economy will change as a by-product of the event. Hence, rather than a significant increase in taxable sales, what is likely to occur is a redistribution of existing local sales.

This issue can be compounded with what has been described by Meannig and Du Plessis (2007) as a “couch potato” effect. The “couch potato” effect describes what happens if local consumers actually reduce their regular consumption as a consequence of the event. Perhaps they choose to work from home, avoid the areas where the event is taking place or even leave town in order to reduce their exposure to traffic, big crowds or potential price gouging during the event. It might also be the case that substantial areas of retail districts
are cordoned off during the event for security concerns or just become too busy for regular customers. When considering the substitution effect and the “couch potato” effect, it is easier to understand why mega-events might have a neutral or even a negative effect on retail sales, when primarily considering local attendees. Therefore, if there is to be any positive impact on retail-sales, this depends on expenditures made by visitors.

As a matter of fact, Coates and Depken (2011) argue that the impact of bigger events may be contingent on the interaction of two offsetting behaviors. On one hand, more visitors come to view the event, which can increase local spending. On the other hand, locals might be influenced to avoid the event or leave town altogether, which would put downward pressure on local spending. If local spending falls faster than external spending from out-of-town increases, the net impact of the event would be negative, even if the gross spending associated with the event was high.

Barget and Gouget (2013) provide further evidence on the importance of foreign spectators’ expenditure. These authors argue that one of the key determinants of regional disparities of impact for the 2007 Rugby World Cup in France was the structure of the nationalities that attended matches in a region. More precisely, the authors state that regions that were able to attract foreigners with high income and high level of expenditure (whether because they hosted top matches or matches featuring the home country of these foreigners) would perform considerably better.

Here’s where Matheson’s (2006) crowding out effect comes into play. According to him, mega-events can cause a sense of congestion that might discourage regular visitors from coming to a city during that time. Many major events are hosted in regions that are already popular destinations and that tend to be at or near capacity during peak seasons (generally the time mega-events are hosted in the northern hemisphere). This might cause event visitors to replace regular visitors rather than generate new ones.

The directional impact of the crowding out effect is uncertain since it depends on the consumption patterns of mega-event visitors compared to traditional visitors. However, given that for some events (such as the World Cup) part of the travel expenditure of the visitors is appropriated by supranational organizations (i.e.: FIFA) through ticketing, it stands to reason that the net impact for hosts might be neutral at best or even possibly negative.

Furthermore, Leeds (2008) studies the spillover effect of the 2002 Salt Lake City Winter Olympics to the neighboring ski industry in Colorado. He found that these games added over USD 160 million in net retail sales to the economies of the sixteen Colorado counties with ski resorts. The author argues that, while the games did little for the economies of Salt Lake City and Utah, it had a large positive impact on neighboring Colorado through a displacement or crowding out effect. Visitors that would have traditionally gone to Salt Lake City for skiing purposes might have chosen to avoid this destination during the Olympics, choosing instead to go to Colorado. This would allow Colorado to free-ride on Salt Lake City’s Olympics. Therefore, Salt Lake City not only failed to reap the benefits of the Olympics but might have even supported a competing ski destination. Even though these findings do not relate to the World Cups or Summer Olympics, they might be very informative about the underlying dynamics of large sporting events.
Some recent policy trends might complicate this issue further. As stated previously, the substitution effect and the “couch potato” effect significantly increase the relevance of foreign visitors in order to promote net impact on sales. However, during the 2014 World Cup in Brazil, only 69% of tickets were sold directly to the general public, two-thirds of which went to Brazilian residents. This was partly due to the fact that organizers had made a substantial number of tickets available exclusively to Brazilian residents, potentially to promote local support for the games. While this may be seen as “fair” given that Brazilian nationals would end up paying for the event, the additional revenue that could’ve been generated through foreign visitors’ expenditures was likely severely constrained by this policy.

To sum up, there’s little evidence to support the thesis that mega-events trigger substantial increases in event-related sales. Even though gross sales during the event might be very high the net impact might be contingent on the scale of the substitution effect, the “couch potato” effect, the crowding-out effect and the subsequent consumption patterns of event visitors. Therefore, it is more likely for an economy to see a distributional impact of expenditure across industries than an increase in sales overall. More so, recent trends raise concerns that the impact through this channel could in theory end up being negative for host regions.

### iii. Tax collection

If there’s a lack of evidence signaling significant positive impact of mega-events on direct and indirect revenues, then we shouldn’t be able to find significant evidence suggesting a relevant increase on tax collection. On the contrary, there’s a possibility, given some of the requirements put forth by organizations like FIFA and IOC, that hosting some mega-events hampers tax collections.

De Nooij, van den Berg and Koopmans (2010) write that FIFA requests organizing countries to extend a tax exemption for all its activities. More specifically, according to Forbes, FIFA requires a comprehensive tax exemption for the organization and further parties involved in the hosting and staging of the event. This exemption includes corporate taxes, income taxes, value added taxes and all other forms of taxation. During the 2014 Brazil World Cup, this generated some resistance as Brazil’s Internal Revenue Service estimated that these exemptions for FIFA would cost the country USD 250 million in lost revenues. Others estimate the figure to be twice as large.

The IOC also requires some special tax treatment. According to Zimbalist (2015), this includes tax exemption on earnings of corporate partners and foreign nationals participating in the Olympics. In the case of the 2012 Summer Olympic Games, Hunt (2012) estimated the cost of these exemptions to the British treasury at USD 130 million.

It should be noted that, given the non-profit status of organizations like FIFA and the IOC, it is likely that the surplus generated as part of their activities would be considered tax exempt in most countries regardless of the requirements they impose. This makes the calculation of these estimated lost taxes particularly difficult. However, these exemptions are not limited to activities strictly related to the event such as broadcasting rights or ticket sales. It also extends to other more peripheral activities such as hotel rooms rented
through FIFA. This is important, because unlike broadcasting rights and ticket sales, the host would have been able to collect taxes on those hotel rooms in absence of the event. De Nooij, van den Berg and Koopmans (2010) state that FIFA claims approximately 60,000 rooms for itself, the media and sponsors for the duration of the event, which on its own could easily account to more than USD 25 million in foregone tax revenue.

In summary, there is no available ex-post evidence that demonstrates that mega-events trigger increases in tax collections. Furthermore, tax exemptions extended to supranational organizations and their partners might tilt the distributional balance of revenues further in favor of these organizations over the hosts. Lastly, given that these exemptions are not exclusively limited to event-specific activities or operational surplus, they might result in a net loss in tax revenues for hosts.

**iv. Sustained long-term impact**

Given the lack of substantial evidence to back-up the claim of impact on short-term direct or indirect revenues, it is unlikely that there would be evidence to substantiate sustained long-term impacts on this front. In fact, there are not many studies that tackle this question. von Rekowsky (2013) reviewed this sparse literature on mega-events between 1990 and 2010 and found no meaningful lasting economic benefits as a by-product of hosting the event. The author posits that one potential explanation for this might be that mega-events investments do not tend to tackle the underlying binding constraints limiting growth; hence it is unlikely to significantly alter the long-term outlook of the host region.

Lastly, Billings and Holladay (2012) analyzed the long-term impact of hosting mega-events for all Summer Olympics between 1956 and 2004. The authors controlled for the self-selection of cities that host these types of events by using a difference-in-difference methodology leveraging other finalist cities as a control group. After this, they don't find any statistically significant long-term impact on measures of real GDP per capita. In this case, the authors argue that host cities likely lose any potential long-term benefits during the competitive bidding process as the investments required to win a bid and costs associated to carry out the preparation might be larger than the purported benefits. It should be noted that even though in the aggregate these investments and expenditures seem to do away with the potential benefits, some investments associated to the event might have potential positive impact (i.e.: improved transportation). Further research on this might be beneficial for policy purposes.

While there aren’t many studies on the long-term impact of mega-events, the few that are available do not provide evidence that these events have a positive long-term effect on economic activity. Furthermore, these studies tend to argue that the investments and expenditures carried out in preparation of the event seem to outweigh the benefits and do not tackle structural constraints of the economy, hence tend to be on average unproductive investments.

**Summary**

The vast majority of the literature on mega-events fails to find evidence between mega-events and increased economic activity, whether directly or indirectly in the short-term or
long-run.

With respect to direct impact, there appears to be two major issues. First, host regions do not receive a large portion of the potential revenues, despite the fact that they are significantly burdened with capital investments in order to prepare for the event. Second, even if hosts were able to accrue the totality of the revenues generated, these might not be able to cover the expenses required to host the event, much less generate additional positive economic impact.

There are also a number of reasons to question indirect impacts. With respect to increases in event-related sales, the literature seems to signal more towards a shifting of expenditures across industries than an increase in sales overall. More so, recent trends focused on limiting ticket sales to local patrons raise concerns that the impact through this channel could in theory be negative for host regions. Similarly, there is no available ex-post evidence that demonstrates that mega-events trigger increases in tax collections or that these events generate lasting long-term impact.

Overall, the supposed economic benefits of hosting an event are vastly overstated in ex-ante studies. In practice, the real benefits are outweighed by the costs associated with the event preparation. This has a number of implications for revenue sharing schemes, ticketing policies, tax benefits for supranational organizations, and bidding process and requirements.

Section 2. Increased Tourist Arrivals

In light of the evidence undermining the argument that sports events have a broad positive economic impact, some argue that perhaps the impact of mega-events is more apparent in the performance of a specific industry like tourism.

More precisely, mega-events are presumed to positively influence tourist arrivals and potentially tourist spending. The mechanism through which this potential impact would occur is complementary to the one previously described as it is expected that tourists make up a significant part of the event-related expenditure.

In this case, the assumption is that tourists that otherwise wouldn’t have visited the region decide to do so in order to attend the event. Furthermore, these event-related tourists would not only spend money in lodging and other leisure activities, as other tourists would do, but presumably they would also spend a sizable amount in ticketing, merchandising and memorabilia related to the event. For instance, according to surveys led by Brazil’s Ministry of Tourism they estimated that foreign tourists visiting the country for the World Cup would attend on average four World Cup matches and spend around USD 2,500 during their stay in Brazil. The tourism ministry estimates that these visitors would add USD 3.03 billion to Brazil’s economy. Moreover, the Minister of Tourism Vinicius Lages argued that the impact of these expenditures could “double the anticipated figure if we consider the multiplier effect of these resources in the Brazilian economy.”

Additionally, the thinking is that these event-related tourists would go home and recommend visiting the country to friends and family, hence expanding the future base of
tourists. For instance, Embratur, the Brazilian tourism board, reported that over a million foreign visitors from 203 countries visited Brazil for the 2014 World Cup. According to a survey, 95% of them indicated they would return to the country for a holiday. This would facilitate Brazil’s goal of doubling the yearly number of foreign visitors by 2020.

It is also expected that the substantial TV coverage around the event would expose the host’s culture, natural beauty, and tourist opportunities to a worldwide audience. In theory, this would improve its reputational standing as a global destination and potentially attract new tourists for years to come. More precisely, according to FIFA, 98,087 hours of broadcast were dedicated to the 2014 FIFA World Cup across 207 territories, reaching a global in-home television audience of 3.2 billion viewers. Similarly, according to the IOC, there were 99,982 hours of global broadcast devoted to the 2012 Olympic Games across 220 territories reaching a projected 3.6 billion viewers. FIFA, the IOC, and host country tourism ministries assume that such extensive exposure to the region would motivate future travelers to visit the mega-event host.

Finally, it is assumed that the preparation for the event would serve as a prime opportunity to invest in tourism-related capacities, such as improved airports, public transportation systems, and hotel offerings. Similarly, it would also serve as an opportunity to acquire certain management and language capabilities that could also serve as a competitive advantage vis-à-vis other potential destinations. For instance, Education First, the Brazilian Olympic Committee and the Brazilian Ministry of Education partnered in an effort to teach 1 million people English before the 2016 Rio Olympics.

There are a number of ex-post evaluations geared towards addressing the claims of positive tourism effects. For the majority of these, ex-post findings differ significantly from ex-ante predictions as there appear to be some structural constraints limiting the impact of this type of event on tourism activity.

2.1. Increases in the number of visitors and tourism spending

Increased tourist attraction is a common feature of ex-ante estimates of the impact of mega-events. The case of the 1992 Barcelona Summer Olympics and the reinvention of the city as a major European tourist hub are consistently touted as the primary example of leveraging mega-events for long-term tourism growth.

According to Zimbalist (2015), the growth of bed nights in Barcelona between 1990 and 1994 outperformed the growth of all major European cities during that period. Furthermore, this trend has continued even after this period. This stellar performance is commonly attributed, particularly in the sports industry, to the 1992 Summer Olympics.

However, besides the case of Barcelona, the host city or country’s experience regarding tourism appears to be mixed at best. During the 2008 Olympic Games in Beijing, the number of bed nights dropped 39% on a year to year basis (ETOA 2010). Similarly, the

---

3 It should be noted that viewers are defined as those that saw at least one minute of coverage on television. According to the IOC 74.4% of viewers that saw one minute of coverage continued to watch for at least 15 consecutive minutes.

4 The number of tourists multiplied by the average number of nights per tourist
2012 London Olympics, the 2010 Vancouver Winter Olympics and the 2002 South Korea World Cup have been associated with a net decrease in the number of foreign visitors. Meanwhile, the Brazil 2014 World Cup and Sidney’s 2000 Olympics have been associated with a gross increase of foreign visitors (Zimbalist 2015).

From these raw numbers, it is unclear if the events themselves influenced tourism growth or simply happened to correlate without major causal relations. It should be noted that many host cities are attractive tourist destinations even without mega-events, which may be pursuing long-term tourist strategies to enhance or sustain the flow of tourists independently of the mega-event. Furthermore, international travel is bound to be greatly impacted by exogenous causes (i.e. global economic cycles, terrorism concerns, health epidemics, etc.) that may confound the results. Disentangling the specific impact of mega-events from these alternative explanations is precisely the goal of ex-post evaluations.

The majority of these evaluations have tried to outline the impact that a specific mega-event had on a specific region at a specific point in time. Others studies have tried to answer these questions in a broader fashion and have attempted to understand the average effect of these types of events across a number of different contexts. These different types of studies provide different, yet perhaps complementary insights.

i. Event-specific evaluations of the impact of mega-events on tourism

The majority of event-specific evaluations aren’t optimistic. Porter and Fletcher (2008) found no statistically significant change in hotel occupancy or airport traffic during the 1996 games in Atlanta. They only found significant increases in hotel rates, many of which were not local chains and hence syphoned resources away from the host economy. Edds (2012) finds that the 1992, 1996 and 2000 Olympic Games did not have a positive impact on change in tourism GDP in states or regions where the Games took place when compared with similar regions without the events. Gruben, Moss and Moss (2012) find no statistically significant increase in American air passengers to the host cities of the Summer Olympics in 1992, 2004 and 2008 as well as the Winter Olympics in 2006. This is significant since the United States is the main media market of the Olympics and one of the largest global sources of international tourists. They do find increased travel to the host city of the 2000 Summer Olympics and the hosts of the 1992, 1994 and 2010 Winter Olympics. However, in all these cases, the impact is short-lived and is not sustained after the games have passed.

In this same vein, it appears that even when the ex-post studies do find some positive impact, these generally fail to live up to lofty pre-event expectations. Allmers and Maennig (2009) fail to find a statistically significant impact on overnight hotel stays or national tourism income during the 1998 France World Cup. For the case of the 2006 Germany World Cup, they do find a statistically significant impact on foreign hotel nights (700,000 additional nights). However, this translated to approximately 100,000 hotel tourists, which falls significantly short of the 3.3 million foreign tourists estimated by the German Hotel and Catering Association.

du Plessis and Venter (2010) estimate the impact of tourism arrivals and expenditures associated with the 2010 World Cup in South Africa to be 0.1% of GDP, which is sobering compared with estimates prepared by the consultancy group Grant Thornton, which had
projected the event to generate an impact equivalent to 3.6% of GDP. Similarly, Matheson, Peeters and Szymanski (2012) estimate that up to 390,000 foreign visitors traveled to South Africa in June and July of 2010 for the World Cup. Out of these, 210,000 are estimated to have originated outside of the Southern African Development Community and thus represent the type of high-spending tourist modeled in typical ex-ante studies. While impressive, even these results fall short of the Grant Thornton estimates of over 480,000 international visitors.

In general, the pre-event estimates of visitors are regularly overestimated. According to Zimbalist (2015), Athens received only 13% of the daily foreign tourists it anticipated for the 2004 Olympic Games. South Korea only received 63% of its estimates for the 2002 World Cup and Sydney 75% of its estimates for the 2000 Olympics. What could be causing this systematic overestimation?

The literature on the subject argues that ex-ante estimates tend to underestimate displacement effects of the mega-event. It posits three possible problems with ex-ante estimates: (i) time-switching or temporal displacement, (ii) crowding out or destination displacement and (iii) pricing-out.

First, Matheson (2006) defines time-switching as the behavior of visitors that had plans to visit a destination at some point in the future (i.e.: a long-desired vacation, a business trip, etc.), but decided to switch the date of those future plans in order for their travel to coincide with the mega-event. Even though these travelers indeed scheduled their visit at the time of the mega-event, it is hard to argue that these new visitors were spurred primarily due the event since these tourists had previously planned their visit to the region. du Plessis and Maennig (2010) state that the additional visitors attending the 2004 Euro Cup in Portugal and the 2006 World Cup in the months of June and July were offset by lower number of visitors in other months. They interpret this as a sign of strategic time-switching by some visitors.

Secondly, with regards to crowding out, Matheson (2006) describes it as crowds caused by the mega-event which discourage regular or would be visitors from making a trip to the host region during the event. Matheson (2006) argues that the vast majority of destinations chosen as hosts for mega-events are on their own right tourist hotspots. Moreover, events like the World Cup and the Summer Olympics are usually held at some point between the months of June and August, which is usually considered as a peak season for a number of travel destinations. Winter Olympics also fit this pattern since they coincide with peak travel periods to winter resort destinations. Hence, the intuition behind the crowding out hypothesis is that these events tend to occur when the host destinations are at capacity. As a result, in order to accommodate for event-specific tourists, some regular visitors might be displaced.

One concrete example of this type of behavior was mentioned in the previous section. More precisely, Leeds (2008) studied the spillover effect of the 2002 Salt Lake City Winter Olympics to the neighboring ski industry in Colorado. He found that these games added over USD 160 million in net retail sales to the economies of the sixteen Colorado counties with ski resorts. According to the author, visitors that would have traditionally gone to Salt Lake City for skiing purposes, might have chosen to avoid this destination during the
Olympics and allowed Colorado to free-ride on Salt Lake City's Olympics.

Thirdly, regarding pricing-out, Porter (1999) argues that input suppliers tend to increase prices in response to higher levels of demand. This creates downward pressure on the total number of visitors. The argument is that when faced with additional tourist demand, instead of substantially expanding capacity, providers, such as hotels and airlines, instead strategically hike prices. Higher prices allow them to extract more revenue from the visitors that do make the trip, but they also price out a number of would-be visitors. This might make sense for tourism providers as these mega-events have duration of just a few weeks that simply may not warrant a long-term expansion in capacity.

This strategic response, even though potentially worthwhile for individual economic agents, is perceived to be detrimental to the local host economy as these price hikes are not associated with "multiplier spending". In practice, the added revenue generally tends to go towards profits for transnational hotel chains and airlines and not to increased salaries, investments or intermediate demand in the local economy.

In a review of the 1996 Summer Olympics and the 2002 Winter Olympics, Porter and Fletcher (2008), argue that the majority of the increased demand spawned by the mega-events was absorbed by the hotel industry via price increases. They estimate that hotel rates in Atlanta increased by 43% and those in Salt Lake City increased by 140%.

du Plessis and Maennig (2011), also studied this phenomenon, and argue that price hikes in flights and hotels for the 2010 World Cup in South Africa had an adverse effect on tourism. The authors argue that prices for flights to South Africa during the dates of the tournament were three times higher than normal bookings made between January and March of 2010. Even after they dropped substantially later on, they remained 50% higher than normal. They find evidence for similar pricing strategies in accommodations and car rentals where rates doubled or tripled. Given the slack in the local labor market, these increased prices did not translate to increases in salaries, but rather likely translated into profits for capital owners. Overall, the authors argue that these pricing strategies, which may have been motivated on their own by overly optimistic ex-ante estimates and not even real demand, likely dampened the total tourist demand and caused South Africa to miss out on the opportunity of reaching a broader base of potential visitors. According to du Plessis and Maennig (2011), this might be construed as a self-defeating prophecy since overly optimistic ex-ante estimates lead to strategic price hiking which in turn reduces overall tourist demand and causes the host region to fall substantially short of the expected tourist inflow.

In conjunction, these three possible explanations can shed some light on the fact that even when individual events do have statistically significant impact on tourism these routinely fall way short of the preceding expectations.

### ii. Cross-country evaluations of the impact of mega-events on tourism

Recently, there have been a number of cross-country studies evaluating the impact of mega-events on tourist arrivals. Unlike event-specific, ex-post evaluations, these efforts attempt to go beyond the specific circumstances of a given event and try to identify overarching trends around mega-events. The evaluations carried out so far seem to be
particularly informative on two areas: (i) temporality and the direction of the impact of mega-events on tourism and (ii) conditions that influence the size of the impact.

Regarding the temporality and direction of the impact, Fourie and Santana-Gallego (2011) estimate the effects of six sporting events (the Summer Olympics, the World Cup, the Winter Olympics, the Cricket World Cup, the Rugby World Cup and the Lions Tour) during the period between 1995 and 2006. They address 18 mega-events in total.

They find that on average a mega-event is associated with an 8% increase in tourism in the same year of the event. However, the results for each type of event are not the same. When teasing out the results for each type of event, the picture becomes a bit murkier. For instance, on average, hosting the Olympics is associated with a 15% increase in tourism; double that of an average mega-event. This is mainly driven by a 43% increase in tourism in Australia associated with the 2000 Sydney Olympics. Meanwhile, the 1996 Atlanta Olympics had a negligible impact in tourism for the United States and the 2004 Athens Olympics was associated with a 30% decrease in tourism for Greece. Similarly, the impact associated with the three World Cups in the database is not consistent.

Therefore, even though on average the impact might be positive, there appears to be significant volatility which signals that certain context-specific variables might have a significant impact on the end-result.

With respect to temporality, Fourie and Santana-Gallego (2010) make an insightful finding that on average the “legacy” of mega-events materializes before the actual event. The authors don’t find evidence for statistically significant increases the three years following a mega-event, but they do find significant increases in the three years preceding an event. According to the authors, all things being equal, predicted tourism is 4 per cent higher three years before the event, 7 per cent two years before and 16 per cent the year before the event.

Teasing out the temporality question further, Song (2010) conducted another cross-country study considering the Olympics between 1950 and 2008 and found that the tourism boost of the Olympics is short-lived. It is primarily concentrated on the four years before and after hosting the event, which is consistent with Fourie and Santana-Gallego (2011). Nonetheless, Song (2010) also found that, in the long run, this impact not only vanishes but ends up being negative, which has profound implications for the way mega-events are expected to be leveraged for tourism purposes.

With respect to the question of conditions that influence the size of the impact, Fourie and Santana-Gallego (2011) make three important contributions related to (i) the source of tourist flows, (ii) seasonality and (iii) differential economic development. First off, the authors find that the vast majority of tourist inflows come from countries participating in the event. All else being equal, the authors find an estimated gain of 24% on tourist arrivals from participating countries and no significant difference from countries not participating. This is a relevant finding as the participant countries - and their performance in the tournament - is determined by factors completely outside the host’s control. For instance, Fourie and Santana-Gallego (2015) posit that the fact that France gained a last-minute, controversy laden, classification to the 2010 World Cup had an impact equivalent to 6,200 new jobs being created in the local economy. Put differently, a relatively random
occurrence, such as scoring a last-minute dubious goal, allowed France to secure a berth for the World Cup in South Africa. This seemingly random event, radically altered the profile of the type of tourists that would be traveling to the 2010 South Africa World Cup, as would-be visitors from Ireland, where substituted by would-be visitors from France. Given the differences in size and spending patterns between these two countries, this ended up being associated with a significant effect on the performance of the tourism sector in South Africa, which highlights how fickle these relationships can be.

Fourie and Santana-Gallego (2011) also find that hosting an event during peak season is associated with a 6% expected reduction of tourist arrivals, while hosting an event off-season is associated with a 16% expected increase of tourist arrivals. This finding might provide additional evidence for the previously mentioned crowding out hypothesis. It might also help explain the vast disparity of predicted results between the Athens Olympics, which were held in Greece’s peak season, and the Sydney Olympics, which were held in Australia’s off peak season.

Lastly, regarding differences in economic development, Fourie and Santana-Gallego (2011) find that even though both OECD and non-OECD countries stand to benefit, ceteris paribus, from additional tourist inflow the year of the event, this impact might be larger for non-OECD countries (15%) than for OECD countries (9%). It is worth mentioning that there might be some selection bias baked in this result as OECD are more likely to host events with less tourist impact like the Winter Olympics and are more likely to host events in peak-season. Therefore, these last findings should be interpreted with particular caution.

Overall, these cross-country studies help make sense of much of the variance present in the event-specific studies, identify some of the underlying causes behind this variance and achieve a better understanding of the long-term implications of these types of events.

Summary

The case for increased tourist visitors and subsequent spending seems to be a mixed bag. While there does appear to be some evidence for statistically significant increases on tourist arrivals on some specific events, the results tend to be substantially lower than those predicted by ex-ante studies.

It seems as if ex-ante studies consistently underestimate the effect of three distinct sources of tourist displacement: (i) time-switching, (ii) crowding out and (iii) pricing out. Failing to appropriately incorporate these phenomena into the predictions, leads to an oversooting in the estimate of net new tourists and their inherent “multiplicative effect.” This may overstate the potential impact of the mega-event and turn it into a self-defeating prophecy.

Furthermore, according to the existing literature, the effect on the mega-event on tourism is short-lived. It is primarily concentrated in the four years before and after the event. In the long-run, this effect disappears and might even turn negative.

Lastly, it seems as if certain conditions have a significant influence on the increase of tourist visitors associated to a mega-event. Among others, these include: (i) the type of event, (ii) the seasonality or timing of the event and (iii) the participant countries.
2.2. Image enhancements

Another potential benefit that is routinely mentioned by mega-event promoters focuses on the international perception of the host city. Mega-events attract massive global audiences and increasingly fill up news feeds as the event grows nearer. As mentioned previously, 98,087 hours of broadcast were dedicated to the 2014 FIFA World Cup across 207 territories, reaching a global in-home television audience of 3.2 billion viewers. Similarly, 99,982 hours of global broadcast time were devoted to the 2012 Olympic Games across 220 territories, reaching a projected 3.6 billion viewers.5

Mega-event promoters argue that this substantial exposure can be strategically leveraged to increase awareness of the host region as a destination and improve its global brand. Hence, promoters argue that, beyond the short term flow of tourists, hosts might become more competitive tourist destinations in the long term.

Ritchie and Smith (1991) produced one of the first studies on the relationship between mega-events and image enhancements. The authors evaluated the effect that the 1988 Calgary Winter Olympics had on the image of the city in two main markets: the United States and Europe and found that there was a significant increase on the awareness of the city and an important shift the way city was perceived by potential visitors.

In this same regard, Allmers and Maennig (2009) considered the potential branding impact that the 2006 World Cup in Germany had on the “Anholt Nation Brands Index” (NBI). This index is based on a quarterly survey that classifies nations on a number of qualities such as cultural, political, commercial and human assets as well as investment potential and tourist appeal. They find that when comparing 2006 to 2005 Germany improved in all the elements of the NBI. It is interesting they find that the biggest improvement was found around the statement “This country excels in sport.” This could have been spawned either by the successful hosting experience of Germany, the performance of their national team, or both.

However, studies also show that these good signs should also be taken with caution. Solberg and Preuss (2007) argue that the promotion effect generated by the mega-event might be short-lived and hence attracting new tourists after the events have passed might require significant investments. Similarly, Ritchie and Smith (1991) state that changes in perception and awareness tend to be ephemeral, and hosts should anticipate a high rate of image decay after the event and hence should be ready to act proactively if they wish to sustain the exposure gained during the event. Oldenboom (2006) confirmed these concerns in his study on Euro 2000 in Belgium and the Netherlands. He found that, even though the event raised awareness of the host cities in the short term, as many as 55% of survey respondents did not even remember the names of the host nations one year after the tournament. Only 10% of the respondents in key source countries, meaning countries from where tourists originate, such as France, Italy, and Spain, remembered where Euro 1996 had been hosted 5 years after.

---

5 It should be noted that viewers are defined as those that saw at least one minute of coverage on television. According to the IOC 74.4% of viewers that saw one minute of coverage continued to watch for at least 15 consecutive minutes.
The European Tour Operators Association (ETOA) posits that one possible explanation for this phenomenon lays on the fact that sports viewers care more about the sport itself that the location. One might argue that vast media exposure creates temporary awareness, perhaps simply because the name of the event is associated to the host region but doesn’t necessarily translate into real interest towards what the host region has to offer. ETOA further argues that a similar rationale might apply to sports visitors. ETOA notes that theme parks in Los Angeles showed a decline in revenues during the Olympics and that otherwise busy tourist attraction in Sydney also saw a decline during the Olympics. These two effects actually might reinforce each other since “word of mouth” recommendations are one of the main drivers for new visitors to a destination.

Whereas previous general purpose visitors would likely focus their comments to friends and family on the traditional tourist attractions of a destination, such as natural and cultural endowments, mega-event visitors would likely relate experiences associated to the sport itself. These sports-related “word of mouth” accounts might be less informative or attractive for potential future visitors. This type of awareness might not influence the long-term perception of the host region as a destination.

An additional potential explanation for the limited image effect associated to mega-events is the conditionality of the positive perception. Allmers and Maennig (2009) hypothesize that the impact of mega-events on host regions depends significantly on how the region is able to portray itself during the event.

Some of elements that impact this portrayal are under the control of the hosts, such as a timely delivery of stadiums, a seamless visitor experience, a spot-on logistical execution and a well-thought out marketing campaign. However, if the hosts fail in these respects, the “word of mouth” mechanism might negatively influence the image of the host regions once visitors return home.

Furthermore, other exogenous elements might negatively influence the image of the event, even if there is a good logistical execution. Terrorist threats, health scares, pollution and civil unrest are some of the factors that may fall outside the scope of an event organizing committee. All of these and that might influence negatively on the image of the host region despite an adequate event preparation. More so, the significant coverage might serve to highlight some of these issues that, in lieu of the mega-event, would have flown under the radar in international media.

Summary

The literature on image enhancement shows that there is some evidence that mega-events help boost general awareness of the host region and enhance its brand. However, this impact appears to be short-lived as hosts face intense awareness and image decay once the event has passed. This puts a significant pressure on hosts to not only execute the logistics of the event and minimize the negative impact of exogenous events, but also to proactively plan and invest to sustain the perception achieved during the event in the long term.

2.3. Building tourism capacity

One final positive outcome that is mentioned by event boosters relates to tourism capacity.
In theory, the mega-event serves as an opportunity to increase and enhance key tourism infrastructure, which in turn would allow the host region to excel in the long run as a tourist destination.

Some of the enhancements, according to event boosters, might focus on tourist enablers such as airport and transportation improvements. Additionally, other attractions, such as museums and historical sights, might also benefit from increased investment during the preparation period. However, as we previously mentioned it is very hard to argue that these public investments were carried out exclusively due to the mega-event. In many cases, these are part of a broader infrastructure or tourist agendas that happens to coincide or overlap with mega-event preparation.

Alternatively, other types of enhancements to tourism infrastructure might be more easily related to mega-event preparation. More precisely, the IOC and FIFA as part of the hosting agreement usually require certain levels of hotel capacity, both in terms of quantity and quality. Therefore, the literature focusing on the ex-post impact of mega-events on tourism capacity tends to focus on this specific variable.

As with the other mechanisms through which mega-events can theoretically impact tourism, the literature offers a cautionary tale. Enhancing tourism capacity only makes sense if the resulting stock of accommodations matches the future expected flow of tourists, both in terms of quantity and type of tourist.

As we have argued before, there is strong evidence to suggest that in absence of a well thought out and well executed long-term tourism promotion agenda, the tourism related impacts of mega-events are likely to be very short lived. Therefore, making significant investments in order to meet a brief spike in demand might prove to be a risky proposition. This helps better understand two trends observed in the most recent mega-events: price-hiking behavior by established tourism providers and the rise of temporary tourism accommodations.

Nonetheless, we have also observed in many mega-events a significant increase and change in the stock of tourist accommodations. This is partly influenced by the demands of supranational organizations like FIFA and the IOC, which impose minimum requirements on the quantity and quality of accommodations that exceed many of those that are already in place in cities. More so, there is an argument to be made that ex-ante estimates of tourism arrivals have an influence the investment decisions around the stock of accommodations. As we have argued before, these ex-ante estimates tend to be highly optimistic on the number of tourists, their spending profile, and the long-term tourism prospects, making significant investments based on these ex-ante estimates is therefore unwise.

Solberg and Preuss (2007) point out the inherent risk of over-optimism in preparation for an event. The authors argue that even when mega-events stimulate tourism, excessive optimism can lead to investments that overshoot long-term demand. Furthermore, they caution that a positive shift in supply that outweighs the positive shift in demand can make the investments unprofitable in the long-term.

The authors argue that this kind of excessive optimism has had an impact on the tourism
industry in Sydney. They state that, in the preparation period for the 2000 Summer Olympic Games (1994-2000), there was a 40% increase in hotel rooms. However, in the years following the Olympics, there was a steady decline in accommodations as many of the excess capacity rooms and hotels were repurposed for residential purposes. Similarly, employment and revenue per night fell in the years after the Olympics to levels below those found in the years prior to the event. All of these signals are interpreted by the authors as evidence that the demand after the event was too low to meet the supply shift that occurred during preparation.

Solberg and Preus (2007) also reviewed the hosting experiences of Barcelona, Seoul, and Atlanta. They found that all of these host cities experienced an increase in the number of hotel rooms prior to the mega-event, but much like Sydney, they also faced a decline in the average occupancy rate both during the Olympic year and the first years after the Games. Even Barcelona, which is generally perceived as the prime example of a host with a successful legacy, faced significant reductions in tourism in the years after the Olympics as visitor growth was unable to match supply growth. Eventually, the long-term plan paid off for Barcelona as their broader tourism strategy was able to balance the oversupply in capacity several years after the event had passed, but many hosting destinations are not so fortunate.

One of the prime examples of overshooting in accommodation capacity has been the case of Lillehammer, host of the 1994 Winter Olympics. Teigland (1999) studied this case and found the pre-event estimates of tourism growth to be exceedingly optimistic. Real growth in tourist demand associated to event was 85% below the most optimistic forecast and 55% below the estimates in the regional plans. This excessive optimism was associated with a mismatch between the supply of accommodations and actual tourism growth. After the event, the average occupancy rate in the host region fell to 40%, significantly lower than the pre-event averages. This exerted downward pressure on prices and profitability, which in turn was linked with 40% of all full-service hotels going bankrupt after the event.

Summary

The literature on increased tourism capacity as a positive byproduct of mega-events offers further caution for prospective host regions. Even though enhancing the tourism infrastructure makes sense if the resulting stock matches the expected flow of tourists, it is rather unlikely that this will be achieved solely through mega-events.

Even when mega-events provide a stimulus to visitor growth, this tends to be temporary and well below expectations. Only when enhancements in capacity are considered within a broader tourism agenda do they tend to fulfill their promise. In the absence of this broader agenda, enhances in tourism capacity, in many cases motivated by excessive optimism, can have an adverse effect in the overall profitability of the sector. Oversupply can exert downwards pressure on occupation, prices, revenue and potentially wages and employment. As the Lillehammer case demonstrates, this can have devastating impacts.

Furthermore, in light of these types of insights it might be necessary to spark a broader discussion on the pertinence of enhancing tourism through mega-event investments in lieu of other more direct promotion schemes. Teigland (1999) explored this question in his
review of the Lillehammer experience. He finds that the Winter Olympics cost on average more than 100 times the amount invested in a “focused decentralization” strategy in twenty selected destinations, but had only twice the effect on guest nights. Findings like this point to the notion that the best way to promote tourism as an end goal is to pursue direct promotion strategies rather than attempting to leverage mega-events for that purpose.

Section 3. Other Qualitative and Social Impacts

While they fall outside the scope of this paper, it is important to note that promoters and organizers have suggested that there are additional qualitative and social impacts of mega-events. We will not explore these in detail, but we will briefly outline three commonly mentioned social “legacies” of events and comment on notable ex-post findings that tease out the validity of these claims. More specifically, we will address findings related to (i) increased international business relations, (ii) crime reduction, and (iii) feel-good effects.

With respect of potential increases in international business relations, the premise organizers put forward is that mega-events raise awareness of the host’s capabilities in the eyes of potential investors and business partners around the world. The assumption here is that hosting an event triggers three important signals to new potential business partners: (i) bidding to host an event, (ii) being chosen to host an event and (iii) successfully hosting a major event.

Promoters of events might argue that even bidding for the right to host an event could have a potential positive impact as it signals to potential partners that the region is willing to undertake major investments and significant reform in order to gain international relevance or connect with the world. Moreover, selection as the actual host of the event validates the previous intent, confirms that these investments and reforms will take place in the following years, brings additional attention to other economic opportunities in the region and provides a qualitative “seal of approval” (at least in comparison to other bidding regions). Lastly, having successfully hosted the event signals inherent capabilities geared towards undertaking major endeavors.

Rose and Spiegel (2011) attempt to validate this claim by analyzing the effect that hosting mega-events has on exports and international trade. Reviewing Olympic Games between 1950 and 2006, they found a statistically significant and permanent, positive impact associated to hosting. More precisely, they found that trade is approximately 30% higher for Olympic hosts. Additionally, they argue that this positive effect extends to unsuccessful bids to host the event. Therefore, in their opinion, the main channel that triggers these effects on trade is not related to systemic changes spawned from hosting the event, but rather from others interpreting the willingness to host the event as a signal of future liberalization. The authors are nonetheless cautious and make clear that this finding does not necessarily mean that there is added merit for hosting a mega-event. They also don’t evaluate whether this mechanism for signaling liberalization is more effective than others. Song (2010) partially confirms the results of Rose and Spiegel, adding that these effects are slow to accrue but are sustained in perpetuity.
There are, however, alternative views in the literature. Maennig and Ritcher (2012) dispute these findings by arguing that they might have been driven by selection bias. In order to address this, they control for structural differences across the studied countries and in doing so they state that the “Olympic effect” on trade disappears. Similarly, Billings and Holladay (2012) failed to find any long-term impact on trade openness in their review of Olympics between 1950 and 2005.

Crime reduction is also included in the long list of potential benefits touted by organizers. Security budgets for mega-events have increased steadily in the past few decades and now tend to be well above USD 1 billion. Nonetheless, some ex-post evaluations signal that despite these massive expenditures, there is little evidence for crime reduction. For one, Baumann et al. (2012) estimate that the Olympics is associated with a 10 percent increase in crime rates in host cities. Meanwhile, Campaniello (2013) reviewed the relationship between the 1990 World Cup in Italy and crime rates at a provincial level and found that hosting the World Cup is associated with an increase in the number of property crimes and an increase in intentional personal injuries. They do not find a relationship with other violent crimes.

Lastly, event organizers often discuss “feel-good” and “happiness” effects. Orchestrating one of the most anticipated sporting events in the world, the thinking goes, might positively influence the population’s outlook not only of the event, but also of a broader range of themes. Zimbalist (2015) states that, with some exceptions, surveys confirm that the mood of the population tends to be lifted in association to the event. However, these effects tend to be temporary and disappear once the event has ended. Moreover, the exceptions to this include some rather extreme situations, as demonstrated by the significant set of protests the Brazilian government faced in the run-up to the 2014 World Cup.

These are but a few of the “legacy effects” touted by promoters and organizers. Zimbalist (2015) prepared a non-exhaustive list of potential legacy benefits as put forward by the IOC. In addition to those we’ve already mentioned, it includes (i) improved management practices, (ii) better coordination among government agencies, (iii) education benefits, (iv) public health benefits, (v) improved inclusion of handicapped persons, (vi) cultural preservation, (vii) more sustainable policies and standards, (viii) reduced racism and (ix) greater social inclusion.

There are few, if any, independent studies that validate these claims. However, Zimbalist (2015) notes, even if these claims were true, it is unclear if it makes sense to pursue these goals indirectly through mega-event investments rather than to pursue them directly through targeted, better-funded, and better-planned strategies.

**Summary**

While there appears to be some evidence to support the case for improved trade relations as a result of hosting a mega-event, the finding is inconclusive, as it cannot be verified with an alternative specification that controls for structural differences across countries. Likewise, “feel-good” effects are grounded in survey evidence, tend to be ephemeral, and are not without exceptions. Lastly, regarding crime reduction, the reviewed ex-post evaluations go against the expected causal relation and actually point to an increase in
criminal activity, most notably in property crime.

Overall, it seems to be that the broader question for policymakers is whether mega-events are most appropriate and cost-effective channel to pursue these qualitative and social goals.

Section 4. Implications for Potential Hosts of Mega-events

The findings of this paper have important implications for a variety of stakeholders. For the purpose of this work, we will primarily focus on how these findings might shape the decision-making of potential mega-event hosts.

The literature signals that potential hosts should be very suspicious of deriving any benefits from hosting major sporting events. In practice, the verifiable positive impacts associated to mega-events fall way short of the lofty expectations that are generated in the early planning stages. In handful of cases where these positive impacts do appear, they tend to be conditional on other factors and are mostly temporary in nature.

As we outlined before, ex-ante expectations tend to be overly optimistic and, in many cases, structurally flawed. If taken at face value, they can lead policymakers to believe that the benefits of hosting a mega-event are orders of magnitude larger than they likely are in reality.

From the previous review, we find that in a strict expense versus income calculation, the math doesn’t add up for potential hosts. Non-operational costs and investments associated with hosting mega-events have been increasing exponentially in the past few decades. Now, public investment dwarfs both event revenues and resources that were theoretically previously inaccessible.

Ex-ante studies might claim that this limitation is not necessarily binding since, through a multiplicative effect, the mega-event investments positively influence the broader host economy. However, these multiplicative effects are routinely overestimated. The across-the-board increases in economic activity and employment generally predicted by these ex-ante studies are not validated by ex-post evaluations.

There are, however, some positive benefits to be reaped with respect to tourism, but these are conditional on a number of factors (i.e.: peak season, type of event, participants in the event, etc.). Moreover, they are heavily concentrated in the few years before and after the event with little to no long-term effect. Furthermore, it is rather unlikely that these temporary improvements in awareness, perception and visitor growth justify the substantial investments associated with hosting a major sporting event. Lastly, it is worth questioning if hosting mega-events is a more effective mechanism to promote tourism than direct investment in the sector.

These types of caveats are similar to most, if not all, of the purported benefits of these types of events. There is generally little evidence to substantiate them. When there is an impact, it either falls way short of expectation, is small relative to the cost, or appears less effective than alternative policy options for addressing the same goal.
This should not be taken to mean that there is absolutely no merit to hosting a mega-event. Instead, potential hosts should be mindful of the explicit and implicit costs of the event and strive to accurately compare them to the verifiable benefits. Perhaps, the best way forward is for potential hosts to determine the “right long-term price” for which hosting an event makes sense, given the limited and temporary nature of the benefits associated to it.

Investing in sports stadiums that vastly exceed local demand is not a sound investment. Neither is an infrastructure investment that connects the new stadium to an airport, but foregoes the true transport dynamics of the host region. The same can be said of enhancements to tourism capacity that fit a temporary shift in visitor profile but don’t address the long-term outlook of the region. On the other hand, having a long-term infrastructure or tourism plan that is sustainable on its own right and that happens to coincide with the minimum requirements needed to host a mega-event is a different story. Making the mega-event fit the regional development strategy makes more sense than making the regional strategy fit the mega-event.

This implies that potential hosts should be both more cautious and more zealous with respect to the terms they agree to when bidding for an event. That means, for instance, host cities shouldn’t agree to construct new stadiums if they do not fit the long-term needs of the host region. Similarly, it may mean no major infrastructure or capacity enhancement investments if they do not fall in line with a previously determined strategy. Lastly, it might mean a sustained push for more equitable revenue-sharing and cost-sharing schemes.

It is reasonable to presume that, given current standards, bids that are structured in this way might be perceived as less competitive. However, these types of bids will safeguard that if a host region were to be awarded the event the relationship between costs and benefits would be more sensible. Also, it is reasonable to suggest that the profile of regions that bid to host mega-event might shift once more, this time towards regions with existing sporting, infrastructure and tourist capacity to reasonably host a major event. Regions with lower opportunity costs for additional investments would likely also bid more frequently.

Even though in this section we are not focusing on supranational organizations (i.e.: FIFA and IOC), it is worth noting that the findings of this paper also have implications for those organizations. These implications mirror those outlined for policymakers in potential host regions. If informed policymakers significantly alter their behavior towards mega-events, then supranational organizations will likely have to review cost-sharing schemes, revenue-sharing schemes, minimum bid requirements, and the whole bidding process in order to have sufficient bids to competitively award the event. Furthermore, this change of behavior may lead supranational organizations to consider alternative hosting schemes. Such schemes include multiple host countries for the World Cup, similar to what is being planned for the 2020 Euro Cup, or other creative arrangements.

**Conclusion**

We performed an extensive literature review of mega-events to better understand their verifiable impacts in terms of economic activity, tourism performance and other qualitative and social measures. In doing so, we focus on ex-post evaluations rather than ex-ante
estimates.

We find that the vast majority of the literature on mega-events fails to substantiate a relationship between mega-events and increased economic activity, whether directly or indirectly in the short-term or long-run. Overall, the supposed economic benefits of hosting an event are vastly overstated in ex-ante studies. In practice, the real benefits are outweighed by the costs associated with event preparation.

With respect to tourism, it appears that mega-events can have a positive influence on visitor growth and on the image of the host as a tourist destination. However, this positive impact tends to be short-lived, conditional and well below ex-ante expectations. Most of the influence on visitor growth appears to be primarily concentrated in the four years before and after the event, with emerging evidence of pre-event rather than post-event impact. In fact, in the long run the positive influence of mega-events disappears. Similarly, after a brief boost of awareness and perception, hosts face rapid image decay after the event. Furthermore, it appears that the positive impact of tourism tends to depend on a number of other variables.

Finally, the positive influence on tourism, especially on visitor growth, tends to come in well below expectations. It appears that this is driven by the fact that ex-ante estimates systematically underestimate the impact of (i) time switching, (ii) crowding out and (iii) pricing out. This practice might lead to an overshooting in the estimate of net new tourists and their inherent “multiplicative effect.” This may overstate the potential impact of the mega-event and also turn into a self-defeating prophecy with substantial implications for the host region.

Furthermore, in light of these types of insights, it is necessary to question the pertinence of enhancing tourism through mega-event investment in lieu of other more direct promotion schemes. For instance, Teigland (1999) explored this question in his review of the Lillehammer experience, and found that the Winter Olympics cost on average more than 100 times the amount invested in a “focused decentralization” strategy in 20 selected destinations, having only twice the effect on guest nights. Findings like this point to the fact that perhaps the best way to promote tourism as an end goal is to pursue direct promotion schemes rather than attempting to leverage mega-events for that purpose.

Meanwhile, in reference to other qualitative and social impacts, there appears to be some evidence to support the case for improved trade relations as a result of hosting a mega-event. However, the finding is inconclusive, as it cannot be verified with an alternative specification that controls for structural differences across countries. Likewise, “feel-good” effects are grounded in survey evidence, tend to be ephemeral, and carry many exceptions. Lastly, regarding crime reduction, the reviewed ex-post evaluations tend to go against the expected causal relation and actually point out to an increase in criminal activity, particularly in property crime.

In general, it seems to be that the broader question in play for policymakers is whether mega-events are the appropriate channel through which the pursuit of these different policy objectives should be pursued.

Lastly, we believe that moving forward these findings should have important implications
for key stakeholders. Namely, potential hosts for mega-events should be more cautious and more zealous with respect to the terms they agree to when bidding for an event. They should carefully consider the explicit and implicit costs of hosting the event and compare them to the verifiable benefits.

This might mean balking at required investments in stadiums and infrastructure that do not fit the long-term outlook of the region. We believe that, if it is followed by many potential host regions, this type of more conservative approach towards event bidding would significantly impact the cost-benefit relation for mega-events. It could shape the current perspective on what is considered a competitive bid and shift the profile of the host regions that bid for mega-events. Additionally, we believe that it might behoove supranational organizations to incorporate this conservative approach into their own decision-making process, which in turn could lead to major changes in the bidding process and foster innovative hosting schemes.
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